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This paper investigates how primary students’ knowledge of the structured number 
line develops over time. Effective number line use is impacted by an understanding of 
this graphic as a representation that encodes information by the placement of marks 
on an axis and an appreciation that these marks are representations of length rather 
than labelled points. Generally, the results revealed development of number line 
knowledge over time. However, although correlations between number line items 
were positive, they were only moderate or low. Additionally, there was low shared 
variance between items even though students solved the same items in three 
consecutive years. Noteworthy were the statistically significant gender differences in 
favour of boys over the 3- year-period − findings that warrants further investigation.  

INTRODUCTION 
Structured number lines are often used as instructional aids, in texts, and on tests in 
the primary years. These number lines are distinguished by the presence of marked 
line segments − which are absent from empty number lines (Klein, Beishuizen, & 
Treffers, 1998). Advocates of structured number lines argue that they have various 
benefits for students, for example in number sequencing (e.g., Wiegel, 1998) and for 
concretising operations (e.g., Davis & Simmt, 2003). In contrast, others have reported 
that structured number lines are neither effective as conceptual supports (e.g., Fuson, 
Smith, & Cicero, 1997) nor are number line items valid measures of rational number 
knowledge (e.g., Ni, 2000). This disagreement in the literature about the utility of 
number lines is problematic because it fails to provide adequate guidance for 
educators who are trying to improve student outcomes. Thus, further research on 
number lines is essential if they are to be effective conceptual tools for students. 
Understanding the role of tools in developing mathematical proficiency is 
fundamental to achieving equity in student outcomes (Ball, 2004).  
Our previous studies of primary students’ knowledge and use of structured number 
lines (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2006; Lowrie & Diezmann, 2005, in press) have 
provided some insights. However, like much of the literature on number line use, our 
earlier studies generally examined students’ knowledge at a single point in time or 
over a single year. This paper extends on our past work by exploring how students’ 
knowledge of the structured number line develops over a 3-year-period.  



THE STRUCTURED NUMBER LINE 
The structured number line has potential cognitive advantages for understanding 
various aspects of mathematics. However, underpinning the actual benefit from these 
advantages are key understandings about the structured number line.  
Advantages of Number Line Use  
Cognitively, number lines have three potential advantages for users. The first two 
advantages relate to mathematical variability and perceptual variability (Dienes, 
1964). Mathematical variability is demonstrated on the number line by its use as a 
generic representation or tool which can show many mathematical concepts including 
the position of a fraction in a number sequence and the continuity of rational 
numbers. Perceptual variability in mathematics is illustrated by the number line when 
it is used as one of a variety of representations to show different aspects of the same 
concept. For example, a half can be represented on a number line, on a pie graph, and 
on an array. The final cognitive advantage of the number line is representational 
transfer (Novick, 1990).  This process of knowing how to use a representation for a 
routine task can cue the user about how to use it on a novel task. For example, 
knowing how to identify a missing whole number on a number line might cue 
students about how to find a missing decimal number on another number line. 
Despite the potential cognitive advantages, many primary students do not use the 
number line effectively (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2006; Lowrie & Diezmann, 2005).  
Key Understandings about the Number Line  
There are two key understandings that students need to develop about the structured 
number line. The first understanding relates to the number line as a graphic. 
Structured number lines are part of the increasing number of graphics that are used 
for the management, communication, and analysis of information (Harris, 1996). 
Number lines are part of the Axis graphic language that uses a single position to 
encode information by the placement of a mark on an axis (See Appendix for 
examples of number line items). There are five other graphic languages that use 
distinct perceptual elements and encoding techniques (Mackinlay, 1999): Opposed-
position (e.g., bar graph), Retinal-list (e.g., saturation graphics such as population 
density), Map, Connection (e.g., family tree), and Miscellaneous (e.g., calendar). See 
Lowrie and Diezmann (2005) for a description of these languages and examples. 
Although these six graphic languages differ perceptually, they are related. Our 
previous research on Axis Languages revealed positive and statistically significant 
correlations at a p  .01 level between students’ performance and pairings with other 
graphical languages with the exception of the Axis-Opposed-position correlation (r = 
.15, p ≤  .05) (Lowrie & Diezmann, 2005). Opposed-position languages consist of 
graphics where information is encoded by a marked set that is positioned between 
two axes (e.g., a bar graph). The weak correlation between Axis items and Opposed-
position items was not surprising because these languages are structurally dissimilar 
with information encoded in one dimension two dimensions respectively.  
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The second understanding is that the structured number line is a measurement model. 
Structured number lines have marked line segments, and hence, numbers on the line 
are representations of length rather than simply labelled points (Fuson, 1984). 
Students’ conceptualisation of the number line as a measurement model impacts 
directly on their success. For example, in interviews on number line items with 67 
10- to 11-year-olds, we found that successful and unsuccessful students differed from 
each other in their use of the number line (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2006). Typically, 
successful students demonstrated a measurement orientation in their identification of 
unknown numbers represented by a letters on a number line: “I chose D because B is 
(to the) right, a bit far away from 20 and C is in the middle and I thought that would 
be about 10 and A would be too close to the 0 to be 17” (emphasis added). In 
contrast, a common response from unsuccessful students was to solely employ 
counting to identify the unknown value: “I think it (the number 17) should go there 
(D) because it’s next to 20 and it goes 19, 18 then 17 (emphasis added)”. The use of a 
simple counting strategy is inappropriate because it incorrectly assumes that (1) the 
marked line segments are evenly spaced and that (2) the distance between each 
segment represents one unit. As the spacing between markings of line segments is 
variable on structured number lines and the distance between the segments can 
represent any number of units, students who solely use a counting strategy are 
unlikely to be successful. Although counting alone is an inappropriate strategy for 
use on the structured number line, it can be appropriate for the empty number line 
(e.g., Klein et al., 1998).  

DESIGN AND METHODS  
This investigation focuses on students’ performance on number line items over a 3-
year period. The longitudinal study employed the repeated collection of mass testing 
data over three annual time intervals. This design allowed for an examination of the 
magnitude and direction of change in students’ knowledge of number lines. This 
study is part of a larger study (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2006; Lowrie & Diezmann, 
2005, in press) in which we are monitoring the development of primary students’ 
ability to decode the six types of graphical languages including Axis languages of 
which number lines are a key exemplar. Here, we report solely on the longitudinal 
data for the number line items. The research questions were:  

1. How does students’ performance on number line items vary over time? 
2. What are the relationships in students’ performance across number line items 

over a 3-year-period? 
3. Were there are gender differences in students’ decoding performance on 

number line items over time? 



 
The Participants  
A total of 328 participants (M = 204; F = 174) commenced in the study when they 
were 10 to 11 year-olds (Grade 4 in New South Wales; Grade 5 in Queensland) and 
completed the three annual tests in consecutive years. These students were drawn 
from six primary schools across two states and included students from state, church-
based, and independent schools. The socio-economic status of the students was 
varied and less than 5% of students had English as a second language.  
The Instrument  
The Graphical Languages in Mathematics [GLIM] Test is a 36-item multiple choice 
test that was designed to investigate students’ performance on each of six graphical 
languages (See Lowrie & Diezmann, 2005). This instrument comprises six items that 
are graduated in difficulty for each of the graphic languages. The four number line 
items used in this study (See Appendix) were drawn from the Axis sub-test. In 
reporting the results, the Axis items are denoted by an item number followed by the 
year of the study. Hence, Axis 2/3 refers to Item 2 in the third year of the study. 
Data Collection and Analysis  
Data on students’ performance on the GLIM test was collected through mass testing 
of the same items in three consecutive years. Students’ performance on these tasks 
was scored as “1” for a correct response and “0” for an incorrect response. 
Correlations were generated from the data to investigate the relationships across 
number line items (Research Question 1). Multivariate and univariate statistics were 
employed to examine students’ performance on number line items over time 
(Research Question 2) and to explore gender and item success (Research Question 3).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. How does students’ performance on number line items vary over time? 

A MANOVA showed a statistically significant difference between year and item 
success over the 3-year period [F(8, 2086) = 11.4, p ≤  .001). Post-hoc analysis 
revealed statistically significant differences in the students’ performances across 
three of the number line items over three years of schooling [Axis 2 (F(2, 1052) = 7.1, 
p  .001); Axis 3 (F(2, 1052) = 37.1, p ≤ ≤  .001); and Axis 4(F(2, 1052) = 9.1, p ≤  
.001) (See Table 1). Student performance on Item 1 was not statistically different 
over time [Axis 1 (F(2, 1052) = 2.5, p > .08), however, this was due in part to a 
ceiling effect. The most dramatic improvement in student performance was on Item 3 
(from 37% to 67%). This item required students to establish the time taken for the 
second of four stages in the life cycle of a butterfly. The correct response required 
students to identify the starting and finishing points of the relevant time period, and 
to calculate how many days in the period (See Appendix). The marking of the line 
segments in two day rather than one day periods added to the complexity of the item.  



2. What are the relationships in performance across number line items over a 3-
year-period? 

Correlations were generated for student responses across the first year and third year 
of the study for each of the four number line items. These four items were positively 
correlated with each other [Axis1/1-Axis1/3 (r = .34, p ≤  .001); Axis2/1-Axis2/3 (r = 
.08, p >.05); Axis3/1-Axis3/3 (r = .35, p ≤  .001); and Axis4/1-Axis4/3 (r = .20, p ≤  
.001)]. Although three of the correlations had strong statistical significance, the items 
were only weakly or moderately correlated with each other. Previously, we found 
moderate correlations among the six graphical languages (Lowrie & Diezmann, in 
press); however, the results of the present study are surprising since relationships 
were weak between identical items within the axis language over time. Moreover, 
although the students solved these items in each of three consecutive years, the 
greatest shared variance between the items [Axis3/1-Axis3/3] was only 12%. 

 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 
Item 1 Total .88(.33) 89(.31) .93(.26) 

 Male .91(.28) .91(.29) .95(.31) 

 Female .83(.38) .87(.34) .90(.30) 

Item 2 Total .79(.41) .85(.36) .89(.31) 

 Male .82(.38) .87(.33) .90(.30) 

 Female .75(.44) .82(.38) .88(.33) 

Item 3 Total .37(.48) .58(.50) .67(.47) 

 Male .44(.50) .67(.42) .73(.44) 

 Female .28(.45) .47(.50) .61 (.49) 

Item 4 Total .31(.46) .41(.49) .46(.50) 

 Male .39(.49) .50(.50) .55(.50) 

 Female .21(.41) .29(.46) .36(.82) 

Table 1: Means and standard deviations for number line items (and gender).  
 

3. Were there are gender differences in students’ decoding performance on 
number line items over time? 

The third aim of this investigation was to establish whether there were gender 
differences in students’ decoding performance on the number line items. The mean 



scores for male students were higher than for female students in all four categories 
across the three years of the study (See Table 1). A MANOVA showed a statistically 
significant difference between gender and item success over the 3-year period [F(4, 
1044) = 16.6, p  .001). ANOVAs revealed statistically significant differences across 
the gender variable for each item [Axis 1 (F(1, 1052) = 9.3, p .001); Axis 2 (F(1, 
1052) = 5.2, p  .02); Axis 3 (F(1, 1052) = 29.7, p 
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≤ ≤ .001); and Axis 4 (F(1, 1052) = 
42.8, p  .001). These gender differences are consistent with other research. 
Previously, we found statistically significant gender differences in favour of males at 
Grade 4 and Grade 5 on a set of six Axis Language tasks (Lowrie & Diezmann, in 
press). Hannula (2003) also reported that boys outperformed girls on number line 
tasks in a Finnish study of Grade 5 (n = 1154) and Grade 7 (n = 1525) students. Thus, 
gender appears to be a key variable in students’ success on the number line.  

≤

CONCLUSION  
This study revealed three points of interest. First, the moderate or low correlations 
over the 3-year-period between number line items and the low shared variance 
indicate that students perceived these items to be dissimilar rather than similar. One 
plausible explanation for this failure to detect similarity is that students were paying 
attention to the surface detail rather than the structure of the graphic. The number line 
items are similar at a structural level in that each item makes use of the placement of 
mark on an axis (McKinlay, 1999). However, they are dissimilar at a surface level, 
for example in the context, the range of numbers, and the visual presentation of the 
graphic. A focus on the surface detail rather than the structure limits the possibility of 
representational transfer where knowledge of a particular representation is transferred 
to another representation (Novick, 1990). This finding indicates the need for an 
emphasis on perceptual variability (Dienes, 1964) in number line examples. 
Second, the longitudinal results indicate that there can be a dramatic increase in 
students’ performance over a couple of years. It is unlikely that this increase was 
solely due to students’ improved understanding of the number line as a graphic 
because (1) the curriculum did not include explicit instruction about number lines, 
and (2) in addition to knowledge of the graphic, success on graphically-oriented 
items requires a simultaneous consideration of knowledge of mathematical content 
and context and an adequate level of literacy to comprehend the text (Lowrie & 
Diezmann, in press). It seems more likely that with additional experience and 
schooling, students had mastered the mathematical, contextual and/or literacy 
elements that had previously been “stumbling blocks” to success.  
Third, the finding of gender differences is of particular interest because it challenges 
Voyer, Voyer, and Bryden (1995)’s conclusion from a meta-analysis that the only 
gender difference in spatially-oriented tasks in under 13-year-old students is limited 
to performance on mental rotation tests. In this study, we found gender differences 
within and across primary-aged students at three grade levels. Thus, gender 
differences in the latter years of primary schooling warrant further investigation.  
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APPENDIX: NUMBER LINE ITEMS  
1. Estimate where you think 17 should 
go on this number line. 

 
 

2. Estimate where you think 1.3 should go 
on this number line. 

 
(Adapted from Queensland Studies 
Authority, 2000a, p. 11)

(Adapted from Queensland Studies Authority, 
2000b, p. 8)

3. The following graph shows the 
length of time taken for the four stages 
in the life of a butterfly. How many 
days are there in the caterpillar stage?

 
Bay City                  Exton           Yardville 

       
 
4. On the road shown above, the distance 
from Bay City to Exton is 60 kilometres. 
What is the distance from Bay City to 
Yardville? 



(Educational Testing Centre, 2001, p. 2) (National Centre for Educational Statistics, 
2003) 
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